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Come on down to Bear Essentials!
The UAHS School Store

School Supplies
Paperback books
Spirit Wear for the whole family
Gym Bags
Gift Items

Store Hours: 7:50a.m. - 3:15p.m. on school days 

Call us at: 487-5237

We’ve got a lot in stock including:

Along with our low tuition (the lowest in Central Ohio by far!) there are lots of reasons why 
starting your college education at Columbus State is a seriously smart move:

• We have Preferred Pathway agreements with nine partners, with guaranteed admission 
and 100% credit transfer.

• Columbus State credits also transfer easily to over 40 schools in Ohio – and beyond!

No matter where you’re headed,
Columbus State is the smarter start.

Don’t know exactly where you’re headed? The majority of our students start as 
“undecided” majors. We can help you find a path to a career you’ll love, and a transfer 
plan to the right four-year college to get you there.

Visit cscc.edu/admissions for more great 
reasons and to schedule a campus visit.

Columbus state 
Community College!
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arlingtonian is a student-produced 
newsmagazine published approximately every four 
weeks by the Journalism III-a students at Upper 
arlington high School. The publication has been 
established as a public forum for student expression 
and for the discussion of issues of concern to its 
audience. It will not be reviewed or restrained by 
school officials prior to publication or distribution.

Since arlingtonian is a forum for student 
expression, the editorial board, which consists of 
the staff’s editors, will determine the content of 
the newsmagazine and all unsigned editorials; 
therefore, material may not necessarily reflect the 
opinions or policies of Upper arlington school 
officials. 

The views stated in editorials represent that of a 
majority of the editorial board. No single member 
of the editorial board can be held responsible for 
editorial content decisions. Signed columns or 
reviews represent only the opinion of the author.

arlingtonian welcomes letters to the editor, 
guest columns and news releases from faculty, 
administrators, community residents, students and 
the general public. The arlingtonian editorial board 

reserves the right to withhold a letter or column 
and return it for more information if it determines 
the piece contains items of unprotected speech as 
defined by this policy. 

as a public forum, all letters and columns 
meeting the above criteria will be posted in full 
on the arlingtonian web site at www.arlingtonian.
com for a minimum of four weeks. arlingtonian and 
its staff will strive to publish only legally protected 
speech following the legal definitions for libel, 
obscenity and invasion of privacy. 

The staff will also refrain from printing stories 
that create a material disruption of school activities. 
Because the arlingtonian staff will determine 
content of the publication, it will therefore also take 
complete legal and financial responsibility for what 
is printed. arlingtonian will not avoid publishing 
a story solely on the basis of possible dissent or 
controversy.

The arlingtonian staff raises and pays all printing 
and production costs through advertising sales, 
donations and fundraisers.

The editor or co-editors shall interpret and 
enforce this editorial policy.

thank you to our Donors!
arlingtonian is provided free to all students and staff with  
contributions from the generous people and businesses below

arlingtonian editorial Policy

Friend us on Facebook  
and follow us on Twitter

In the last two years, there’s been a series of 
changes in Upper arlington’s education system. 
From the shift to common core to the one-to-one 
laptop program to the new-and-possibly-improved 
SaT test to the increasingly stressful college 
admissions process, it’s been difficult to keep up. 

In both of the March issues, writers explore these 
changes in education and what they mean to students. 

Writers and editors Kelly chian and Ellise Shafer 
discuss how the pressure to succeed in school 
has affected students in unimaginable and often 
unhealthy ways on pgs. 8-10. “Under Pressure” 
demonstrates that the stress students are under 
comes not only from the education system itself, but 
oftentimes friends, family and culture. 

and on pages pgs. 6-7 of the arlingtonian 
supplement,  Journalism-II writers Tom Weimer 
and Bre hart delve into the world of personalized 
education. They put a magnifying glass to the 
issue of student privacy in the technology age and 
uncover just how protected  (or unprotected, I 
should say) our laptops are from the administration. 

When addressing the issues in our education 
system, I think we often get caught up with 
how much all of these policies and changes and 
pressures impact us, and forget how much power 
we have to impact them. 

I frequently find myself deferring to the opinions 
of education experts, principals, even parents 
when discussing the problems with education. I 
forget that my own experiences as a student of the 
system are valuable. 

Education systems are created and tweaked and 
reformed and changed to better fit the needs of 
students. So as students, it should be our duty to 
help them do that. We complain a whole lot about 
how we dislike the way things are done.

That’s good. 
But complaints are too often done behind the 

administration’s back, under our breaths and in 
quick texts to our friends. Instead, we should be 
complaining to the administration’s (and other 
decision-making entities’) faces, clear and out loud, 
preferably in politely worded emails and letters. 

It’s important to remember that education is 
here to serve us. So, if we’re not happy with the way 
things are– or the way they’re changing– then it’s 
up to us to say so. 

Jenny Jiao
Editor in Chief

letter from the editor
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In late January, scientists at Harvard 
published a study that brought 
the medical community closer to 
understanding schizophrenia, a mental 
illness characterized by delusional 
thinking and hallucinations. 

According to the research team 
lead by Steven McCarroll, associate 
professor of genetics, schizophrenia 
is closely linked to the process of 
“synaptic pruning,” in which the brain 
gets rid of unnecessary connections 
between neurons as it matures. 

This new study explains how the 
process probably goes wrong and why.

People with schizophrenia are 
thought to have a gene that accelerates 
synaptic pruning, thus severing 

connections that the brain needs. 
The research team found among 

all subjects, those with schizophrenia 
were more likely to have overactive 
forms of the gene C4-A than the 
control subjects, which causes 
synaptic pruning to go awry and sever 
necessary synapses. 

Because so little was known about 
schizophrenia beforehand, this is a 
breakthrough for science. 

However, researchers are not quite 
ready to celebrate yet. 

“We’re all very excited and proud of 
this work,” Dr. Lander said to the New 
York Times. “But I’m not ready to call it 
a victory until we have something that 
can help patients.”

For Your health

This month, scientists at LIGO (the 
Laser Interferometer Gravitational-
Wave Observatory) finally achieved 
what the organization was created to 
do: record gravitational waves from 
outer space. 

These waves, ripples in space-
time, were caused by two black 
holes colliding 1.3 billion years ago. 
Scientists described the sound as a 
“chirp” lasting one-fifth of a second as 
the waves stretched and compressed 
around earth. 

Why is this such a big deal? In 
1915, Einstein published his Theory 
of Relativity, in which he postulated  
gravitational waves as a part of his 
concept of space-time. Einstein 

asserted that space and time were a 
continuum that became warped by 
anything with mass. He theorized that 
the universe worked like a giant fabric, 
so a large object would make the fabric 
sag around it. If a smaller object was 
placed next to the larger object, it 
would fall towards the bigger object.

This theory was revolutionary 
because for the first time it explained 
why gravity worked. Movement on 
the fabric would cause tiny ripples, 
or the gravitational waves that we can 
now hear. However, until now, it could 
not be definitively proven because 
gravitational waves were undetectable. 

It took a century, but science has 
finally proven Einstein right. 

Making waves 
in space

tech latest Researchers for the MIT Media Lab 
have created inFORM, a computerized 
surface that works like a moving relief 
map. Using hundreds of pins and 
motion-sensors, users can interact with 
the surface, creating three-dimensional 
models. While the technology is still 
clunky, it shows definite promise. In 
short: it’s a shape-shifting computer. 

InFORM can be used by urban 
planners to model cities, and also to 
design new products. It can also be used 
to collaborate on products over Facetime, 
allowing two people who are far away 
to manipulate objects with the shape-
shifting surface acting as their hands. 

The Media Lab researchers are 
hopeful about possible new applications. 
Sean Follmer, computer researcher and 
designer, aspires to have a product that 
will change function based on the shape 
it’s bended into. Currently, they have an 
experimental prototype of an armband 
that can bend into a phone. Additionally, 
the designers created a desk that uses 
inFORM to transform a flat table into 
a desk with a cup-holder, pencil holder, 
and iPad stand. While the technology is 
not going to be publicly available anytime 
soon, it’s accelerating in sophistication 
quickly, and might just hit the market 
before even the flying car.

By OLIVIa VaN 
arSDaLE, ‘17

The LiGO Control Center at the Hanford site 
in Washington was built specifically to detect 
gravitational waves. 

PhOTO cOUrTESy OF WIKIPEDIa

PhOTO cOUrTESy OF yOUTUBE/MIT  

MiT’s inFORM, a tabletop that works 
much like an interactive relief map.  

PhOTO cOUrTESy OF NaTIONaL PUBLIc raDIO

C4-A proteins (green) shown at the synapses 
of a human brain. 
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2140 tremont center
upper arlington, ohio 43221

www.huffmansmarket.com

MonDaY - saturDaY
8 a.m. - 9 p.m.

sunDaY
9 a.m. - 6 p.m.

The Quality You Expect ... The Service You Deserve.

GET $1 OFF 
yOuR nExT DRinK AT uA RiSE CAFé

LiMiT OnE PER CuSTOMER 
COuPOn ExPiRES 4/22/2016

www.korda.com
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high school is all about school: 
school spirit, school classes, school 
everything. For four years, life revolves 

around the high school. As our sports teams 
prepare for each and every game, they hope 
for full support. But recently, attendance has 
been low, and spirit has been lacking. 

In the last few years, school spirit has been 
on a decline, with fewer and fewer people 
coming out to games every season so far.

As the school year 
progresses further, it 
seems like there is a 
diminishing amount 
of fans. 

Maybe it’s 
because of the 
ongoing school year 
or just a lack of interest in the sports, but 
there hasn’t been a big turnout recently. 

Senior Sam Buckley, a spirit club 
member, thinks it’s because of the daily 
grind of the school year.  

“I think with it getting later in the year, 
it’s getting harder for students to get out to 
games,” Buckley said. 

Additionally, many students who 
do attend are not engaged in the game. 
But according to Buckley, this could be 
because of the lack of senior leadership in 
attendance at some games.

“Sometimes the senior leadership is 

lacking because everyone is busy,” Buckley 
said. “But when the seniors show up, the 
student section is great.”

The mood of the crowd suffers when 
upperclassmen are not in attendance; but 
when senior leadership is present, the student 
section becomes more engaged in the game 
being played.

“Usually [when there is senior 
leadership] there are a ton of kids, and 

they’re loud, except for sometimes the 
freshmen don’t join in on the cheers which 
can get frustrating,” Buckley said. 

However, when it’s time for a big 
crowd, like at the district final games 
(both hockey and boys’ basketball sold out 
the first morning of sales) or the football 
playoff game, student attendance is rarely 
disappointing in sheer number.

Less popular sports, however, are often 
lower in attendance than football or boys’ 
basketball. Girls’ basketball rarely pulls a big 
student section, with a dozen student spectators 
typically scattered throughout the gym. 

According to USA Today, this is 
not an uncommon phenomenon - in 
northern Nevada high schools, 1,236 
spectators watched the girls’ regional final 
in comparison to the boys’ 3,467. This 
was seen in a myriad of other schools in 
other states, such as Michigan. Sports like 
gymnastics or swimming are even sparser in 
attendance, rarely getting any support from 
the student population.

Lately it has 
become evident 
that upperclassman 
leadership at games 
is vital to maintain 
student involvement. 

Many student 
spectators, without 

guidance from upperclassmen, prefer to 
sit rather than stand, do not congregate as 
one homogenous student section, and don’t 
cheer. Since massive improvements are seen 
when senior leadership is involved, it makes 
sense to increase it in order to keep the 
student section upbeat and engaged. 

With the last sporting season upon 
us and spring practices just starting, 
continued enthusiasm is needed to support 
and cheer on our sports teams, so the 
increase in fans and leadership would be 
appreciated by the athletes still working 
hard to bring home trophies. 

Recent decline in attendance  
at sporting events draws alarm

PhOTO By charLOTTE JaNES

STANDING QUIET:  An onlooking crowd watches sophomore Dane Goodwin and senior Onno Steger play a basketball game on Feb. 19 against Mount vernon. 
The Golden Bears won their first tournament game 62 to 41.

By cOLE PIrWITz, ’16

“Sometimes the senior leadership is lacking 
because everyone is busy. But when seniors show up, 
the student section is great.”

SENIOR SAM BUCKLEY
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NORWESTER 2016: Intersections
BUY A SENIOR AD  

IN THE 2016 YEARBOOK! 
The dEadlINE for ordering an ad  
has been extended to March 28. 

Go to http://tinyurl.com/noradvertise2016  
for more information.

The 2016 norwester yearbook will arrive in mid-May!

A VerY lIMIteD number of 2016 yearbooks will be for sale 
at the school store in late May for those who did not pre-

order their yearbook.
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Mount Holyoke

Brandon Road

North Star Road

Andover Road

Coventry Road

Redding Road

Mountview Road

Kioka Avenue

Riverside Drive

Dorchester Road

Farleigh Road

Leeds Road

Asbury Drive

Charing Road

Upper Arlington 

High School

VOLUME

92

2016

UPPER ARLINGTON HIGH SCHOOL

• • • • •
ORdER NOW! 
Go to http://tinyurl.com/NORWESTER2016 
to order your 2016 Norwester yearbook!  
Deadline: March 31.

Alfred J. Fleming, MD
Iain L. Grant, MD
Akash Gupta, MD
Jeffrey A. Hall, MD
Mary C. Hart, MD

Jeffery B. Hiltbrand, MD
Steven M. Hirsch, MD
Richard T. Irene, MD

Lawrence Koegel, Jr., MD
Howard W. Lowery, MD

James D. Lowery, MD
Thomas S. Main, MD

Michael D. Martyn, MD
Blaize O’Brien, MD

David M. Powell, MD

Cherie Ryoo, MD
Ashish R. Shah, MD
Adam C. Spiess, MD
Evan J. Tobin, MD

Darryl N. Willett, MD

Ohio ENT is one of Ohio’s largest and most comprehensive  
ear, nose and throat groups.

Ohio ENT provides the highest quality care to adults and children with chronic  
nasal and sinus problems, as well as other problems of the ears, throat and neck.

Eleven convenient locations in central Ohio.

www.ohioENTdocs.com • 614-273-2230
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“i think sometimes

our students put 

all the outside

pressures together  

and then combine   

all that and put it

on themselves."

school Counselor 

Mary Ann Nyeste

The sense that perfection is attainable—
and expected—creates stress for students
By KELLy chIaN, ’16 aND ELLISE ShaFEr, ‘17

For junior Lexi Murray, stress ensues 
as soon as she wakes up. Being a 
member of both Jazz Ensemble and 

Women’s Glee, Murray wakes up before 6 
a.m. four school-day mornings out of five, 
either to participate in those activities or to 
finish homework from the previous night. 
When there is a football game, she wakes up 
even earlier to participate in marching band 
Friday morning traditions. 

After her morning rehearsals, Murray is 
then thrown straight into the school day, 
juggling an intense schedule filled with AP 
and IB classes as well as electives. After the 
school day ends, Murray either works a 
four-hour shift waitressing at Bob Evans or 
participates in other activities, most recently 
playing trumpet for the musical. Once 
home, Murray begins her usual homework 
load—three-to-four hours a night — and 
pushes on until all is finished, even if that 
means repeating her schedule the next day on 
less than five hours of sleep. 

Although Murray’s agenda seems extreme, 
this intense overload of work and activities is 
more typical at UAHS than one might think, 
as was seen in a voluntary survey conducted 
by Arlingtonian on the matter. As a result, the 
pressure to succeed in every aspect of high 
school has changed the ways that students 
learn, as well as the ways teachers teach.

However, students and faculty believe 
that expectations haven’t always been this 
high. Language Arts teacher Nancy Volksen 
recognizes this increase in pressure in regards 
to high school. 

“There’s a much higher level of 
expectations now,” Volksen said. “Nearly 
everyone is taking at least one AP or IB 
class, and many feel the need to stuff as 
many as they can fit into their schedules. I 
think that it is connected to grades. There’s 
a pressure that if you’re not taking the 
hardest classes and getting good grades, 
then your life after high school is over.” 

At UAHS, the stigma surrounding 
different letter grades has evolved as well. A 
voluntary Arlingtonian survey shows that 67 
percent of students consider a C the same as 
a failing grade (see graphic on page 10). 

In addition, the added quickness and ease 
of checking one's grades on Powerschool 
has changed the way students respond to 
grades. Junior Jesse Zhu said that he checked 
Powerschool a total of 1,200 times during 
last school year, and Murray and junior Mary 
Bridget Ginn check at least five times a day. 

Another issue with the increasing need 
for high grades is the possibility of grade 
inflation. According to Merriam-Webster, 
grade inflation can be defined as “the 
assigning of grades higher than previously 
assigned for given levels of achievement”. 
Junior Sam Cole believes to have observed 
this during his time at the high school.

“I think that there is probably a lot of 
grade inflation in UA, so a lot of people get 
A’s,” Cole said. “I think that when someone 
is underachieving and getting like C’s, D’s 
and E’s, it reflects 
poorly on them 
and I think there is 
a stigma associated 
with that.”

Additionally, 
Volksen says 
that several years 
ago teachers were 
encouraged to reduce 
homework to 30 
minutes or fewer per 
night as a way to help 
students maintain 
balance. Volksen tries her 
best to incorporate this 
into her classroom.

“I challenge myself to figure out, ‘How 
much work do I need to give and what kind 
of work to ensure my kids still grow and they 
are still prepared?’ What I miss the most is 

the opportunity to have students read more 
outside of school, but I see that students 
seem to have less and less available time and I 
hate it when they cheat,” Volksen said. 

The change in the policy on late 
assignments has also affected how Volksen 
grades, as teachers are now asked to 
not penalize students unduly for late 
work, which can actually be beneficial to 
overbooked students. 

“One thing that has changed very much 
is the lateness policy. It used to be 20 percent 
off per day and then it was a zero," Volksen 
said. "Now, timeliness only accounts for a 
small part of the total grade and there are 
fewer penalties."

Ua Expectations
So, what is causing this increased pressure 

to do well in school? According to school 
counselor Mary Ann Nyeste, it can come 
from a multitude of sources.

"A lot of [pressure] is 
self-inflicted 
pressure,” 
Nyeste said. 
“Being in 
a college 
prep high 
school just 
automatically 
lends some 
pressure to 
a situation. 
I think 
sometimes our 
students put 
all the outside 
pressures 

together and then 
combine all that and put it on themselves.”

47.5 percent of students attribute 
the pressure to succeed to their parents, 
according to an Arlingtonian survey. Cole 
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OVERBOOKEd: A list of a student's daily assignments illustrates the workload for just one week.
PhOTO ILLUSTraTION By carOLINE chIDESTEr

agrees that this is definitely one of the largest 
factors in his day-to-day stress.

“My parents definitely affect my stress 
level, because they are both very intelligent 
people and have been successful,” Cole said. 
“So, they hold me to a high standard.” 

Zhu said that the culture in which one 
grows up affects the perception of each 
grade. To him, his Chinese cultural standards 
exceed the ones placed on the nation at large. 

“Personally, 
I think that a B 
or above is fine, 
but obviously 
my parents think 
anything below 
a 90 sucks. Of 
course, that 
translates into me 
having to get above 
a 90 in every class,” 
Zhu said. “I think 
society thinks that 
a B is fine, a B- is 
fine, it’s just that 
different cultures 
have different 
views on what a 
good grade is, and 
it just so happens 
that my family 
comes from a 
culture where you 
need to be the best 
of the best.” 

However, 
other students, such as Ginn, said that their 
parents help them to feel less stressed during 
the school week.

“My parents actually help my stress 
level. They’re extremely understanding and 
compassionate about the kind of stress that 
I’m going through and they have made an 
environment where they always want me to 
succeed,” Ginn said. 

In addition to parental pressures, stress 
is also felt from the Upper Arlington 
community to be successful in school as well 
as in extracurriculars, according to Principal 
Andrew Theado.

“One of the great things about this 
community is that it’s a community of 
excellence, but with that comes pressures 
and I worry about our students,” Theado 
said. “I worry about students competing 
against each other or comparing 
themselves to each other, when students 

should pick what are the best choices for 
them and then go forward.” 

However, oftentimes the pressure 
generated by a community can have a 
positive influence on how students perform, 
as it has had on Cole.

“I think the pressure to succeed positively 
affects my grades, because if I didn’t care I’d 
probably have worse grades," Cole said. "So I 
think this pressure is a good thing." 

Collegiate Constraints
Even more prominent than the stress 

caused by parents and the community is the 
stress caused by college admissions. College 
admissions is found to be a stressor for 70.5 
percent of students surveyed by Arlingtonian.

Volksen has especially seen this factor 
in her own students as they go through the 
college admissions process.

“It’s no longer 'are your parents going to be 
happy with your grades' or 'are you going to 
feel proud'.There’s a notion that if you don’t 
have really good grades, you won’t get into even 
what used to be considered a safety school,” 
Volksen said. “The number of applications 
that colleges are getting and the rejections the 
students are facing seem to be going up.”

Further, students like Zhu feel that they 
must be good at everything in order to get 

into selective schools, and even then it often 
is not enough.

“I feel like college is a huge hurdle to get 
into. There are so many things going on, 
and there’s just so many factors to consider 
when applying for colleges,” Zhu said. “You 
need to do everything and you need to be 
everything; you need to be a good athlete, 
you need to be a good academic.”

However, with 
colleges such as the 
Ohio State University 
becoming increasingly 
selective, this stress no 
longer applies only to 
students striving for 
elite schools. 

“It honestly bums 
me out to think that 
I probably won’t get 
into Ohio State because 
I don’t have above a 
3.5 cumulative GPA, 
although I have a lot of 
leadership roles on my 
resume,” Murray said.

As the UAHS college 
counselor, Dr. Kathy 
Moore sees firsthand the 
effect that the pressure 
of college admissions 
can have on students. 

“Overall it’s stressful 
for students. I hate that 
that’s the case,” Moore 

said. “We are a very 'name recognition' 
society. We like the name-recognized 
schools. That makes me sad because 
there are thousands of incredible colleges. 
Unfortunately, we look at schools with low 
acceptance rates and that makes more and 
more stress.”

In addition, Moore has noticed higher 
levels of stress and mental health issues with 
the college admissions process. This leads to 
some being unable to cope with this pressure.

“Some students can handle [the stress]. 
College admissions doesn’t affect everyone 
negatively,” Moore said. “However, some 
pull away and don’t want to be here. 
There’s just too much going on and they 
feel overwhelmed in all aspects of their 
life. Sometimes they’re not feeling well and 
getting sick more often.”

One large aspect relating to college 
admissions that is hard on students is peer 
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“i often find that my academics areinhibiting my
social life because it takes away  time from being with my friends."

Junior Mary Bridget Ginn

SOUrcE: VOLUNTary FEB. 22 arLINGTONIaN SUrVEy OF 200 STUDENTS INFOrMaTION, GraPhIcS By Sarah MarTIN

stressful statistics Do you consider receiving a C 
the same as a failing grade?

Which of these options have you experienced as a result of 
school-related stressors/pressures?

Loss of Sleep

Other 8.5%

No 24.5%

Yes 67%

Extreme Stress

Inability to Focus
Mental Health Issues
Decline in Social Life

 79%

35%
20%

 57%

47.5%

comparison. Moore sees stellar students 
look down on themselves because of what 
others are doing.

“It’s tough for our students [because] 
you can have a 3.9 GPA and not be the top 
of your class. You could be doing amazing 
things but if you look around you think ‘I’m 
not good as I thought.’ I think sometimes 
that’s difficult. However, colleges see that,” 
Moore said. “At the end of the day, while it 
feels like a negative, it’s a positive because 
colleges understand the rigor and we’re a 
non-ranking school anyway."

Zhu has realized this, as he used to 
compete with others over grades but now 
chooses to fulfill his goals instead.

“Freshman year I was really competitive 
with my peers, but now I’ve gotten to realize 
that I need to focus on my own goals and 
achieve success my own way,” Zhu said. “I’ve 
put off comparing myself with other people 
and instead try to be the best I can be.”

Feeling the Strain
With the various types of pressure felt 

by students can come detrimental effects to 
all aspects of a student’s life, such as lack of 
sleep, lower grades and loss of friends. 

According to the survey conducted by 
Arlingtonian, the largest effect of stress that 
79 percent of students see is loss of sleep (see 
above graphic).

“[The pressure to succeed] has definitely 
affected my sleep schedule. I usually don’t go 
to bed until 12:30 or 1 a.m.," Zhu said. "I 
wake up [around] 7:30 so that’s not a lot of 
sleep at all." 

Ginn finds herself losing sleep as well due 
to school work, which results in her falling 
behind on some assignments.

“Oftentimes instead of getting an 

assignment done, I’ll have so much anxiety 
about that assignment that I’ll be freaking 
out and losing sleep rather than just focusing 
and being calm and getting the assignment 
done,” Ginn said. “You end up trying to do 
it all and it can just become too much.” 

Ginn has also seen the effects of the 
pressure to succeed on other aspects of her 
life, such as her social endeavors.

“When I’m stressed sometimes I’ll take it 
out on my friends just because 
I won’t be my positive 
self,” Ginn said. 
“Sometimes it’s really 
hard to differentiate 
my social life from 
my school life, 
because even on 
the weekends 
I’m constantly 
thinking about 
the school 
assignments 
I have to 
complete. It’s 
really hard to 
separate the two, 
and I often find that my academics are 
inhibiting my social life because it takes 
away time from being with my friends, 
especially because I have a job too and 
so trying to keep up with it all can be 
extremely stressful.” 

Stress Solutions
Both students and administration believe 

there are solutions for dealing with school-
related stress and methods available to 
change the system.

Nyeste suggests that teachers should 
exchange information about what 

assessments each has so that there are not five 
tests on the same day for a student, like the 
system used at the middle schools. However, 
she realizes that with a large staff and infinite 
combinations of classes, implementation of 
this would be difficult. 

Senior NickTrifelos suggests for students 
to take study halls without feeling bad, 
because it can give students an added break.

“Juniors should be comfortable taking 
two study halls,” Trifelos said. “It’s looked 

down upon to have 
study halls, [but] I 
love having a study 
hall to have myself 
organized and set 
throughout the day.” 

Moore believes 
that taking care of 
oneself mentally and 
physically is most 
important when 
combatting stress. 

“I think that having 
a healthy support 
system through friends 
and family is important, 
as well as having healthy 

outlets like working out. You want 
to do well and succeed but not at all costs,” 
Moore said. “Nothing is more important 
than your mental health and well-being.”

On the other hand, Cole sees stress as a 
constant that won’t change anytime soon, 
and therefore it must be embraced. 

“I don’t know if there is really a solution 
to stress in schools, because in our society we 
rely on people being successful and working 
hard. It is up to people to perform to the 
best of their ability and to stop complaining 
and to stop being stressed,” Cole said. “It is 
part of school, and it is part of life.” 
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the race 
Factor

By MaEVE O’BrIEN, ‘16

last December, the Supreme Court 
heard the case Texas v. Fisher for the 
second time. This case is controversial by 

nature, as it discusses the constitutionality of a 
University of Texas affirmative action policy. 

Affirmative action is a policy in which 
institutions attempt to improve opportunities 
from historically excluded groups. Affirmative 
action as we know it in education today was 
born from the 1960’s Civil Rights Movement. 
Its intention was to provide equal chances for 
women and minorities to succeed.  

The University of Texas’s affirmative action 
policy complied with a 1997 state law requiring 
that the university automatically admit all 
students in the top ten percent of their high 
school class. For these students, race is not 
considered as a factor; for 
everyone else, it is. 

Abigail Fisher, a 
Caucasian female, was 
denied admission in 
2008, and immediately 
sued the university. She 
claimed that her 14th 
amendment right to equal protection under 
the law was being violated. Fisher was not 
in the top ten percent of her high school 
class, and thus her race was considered when 
applying to the university. 

Fisher’s case was heard by the Supreme 
Court in 2012, where it was sent back to the 
lower court, then appealed to the Supreme 
Court again. 

During the long and fiery hearing in 
early December, the justices seemed divided 
on the issue. Conservative justices Alito 
and Scalia were outwardly critical to the 
arguments made by the University of Texas 

lawyer; liberal justices Ginsberg, Breyer, 
and Sotomayor seemed in support of the 
affirmative action plan, according to CNN. 

Justice Kagan will not be deciding on 
the case because she has bias going into the 
hearing, as she dealt with the case as former 
Solicitor General. Justice Scalia passed away 
on Feb. 13, so only seven justices will write 
the opinions. 

This Supreme Court case thrusts affirmative 
action into the national limelight, an issue that 
has been growing increasingly contentious. 

Racial unrest on college campuses seems 
to be at a high in the country right now, with 
recent incidents transpiring at the University 
of Missouri and Yale University capturing 
the attention of the press and the public. 

In order to understand the implications 
of this case, one must thoroughly understand 

what affirmative action is, why it exists, and 
how it has been treated by the Supreme 
Court in the past. 

Initial affirmative action initiatives 
focused on helping African American 
students. This was viewed as a form 
of reparation for the centuries African 
Americans spent being marginalized and 
oppressed by white Americans. 

Today, affirmative action is a tool used 
to promote diversity on college campuses in 
order to prevent homogeneity in ideas and 
backgrounds in their students. 

In past Supreme Court cases Regents of the 

University of California v. Bakke and Grutter 
v. Bollinger, the Supreme Court ruled that 
affirmative action was constitutional as long as 
it was not operating off of a quota system, or 
making race a determining factor. 

This policy has been effective in raising 
acceptance rates of African Americans; such 
programs have resulted in the doubling 
or tripling of their minority student 
population. These universities come to 
better reflect the makeup of the surrounding 
community through affirmative action. This 
level of higher education has served this 
demographic well after college as well. 

However, some argue that while affirmative 
action promotes the success of some racial or 
ethnic groups, it hinders the success of others. 

Senior Elise Hummel sees the effects 
of affirmative action firsthand through 

watching her friends apply 
to college. 

“Nowadays [affirmative 
action] is viewed as a process 
through which colleges and 
universities can promote and 
cultivate diversity on their 
campuses,” Hummel said. 

“However, the implications of this noble cause 
are that other races, namely Asians and Indians, 
are seemingly disadvantaged by the process.”

Hummel also recognizes that while she 
may think it only increases racial tensions 
in society, her opinion is heavily influenced 
by her own race and socioeconomic status. 

“My perspective is that of a white, 
upper-middle class girl from Ohio. The 
fact that I’m me bears a lot of weight 
in my view,” Hummel said. “So I 
understand that I am not exposed to the 
gruelling racial discrimination that still 
exists in our country today.” 

Supreme Court case 
fuels national debate on 
affirmative action 

PhOTO By rIcharD LEE

Rev. Jesse Jackson addresses supporters of affirmative action in front of the u.S. Supreme Court in Washington, D.C. on Tuesday, April 1, 2003. He is an advocate 
for using affirmative action as a means of achieving racial justice.

“If this court rules that University of Texas can’t consider race, or if it 
rules that universities that consider race have to die a death of a
thousand cuts for doing so, we know exactly what’s going to happen. 
Experience tells us that... diversity plummet[s].”

GREGORY GARRE, UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS LAWYER
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you believe that creating a 
unisex bathroom in the high 

school is a good idea.

you see a clear political division 
in the uA student body.

you think that colleges should 
be able to use race as a factor 
when admitting students.

DATA FOR THiS yAy OR nAy COMPiLED THROuGH A  
vOLunTARy ARLinGTOniAn SuRvEy OF 10 PERCEnT OF THE STuDEnT BODy.

you believe vegetarianism 
is a good option for the 
environment and personal 
health.

you think students undergo 
too much standardized testing 
in their high school careers.

your commute to school 
is affected by the current 

construction on Tremont Road.

you think our student body has 
enough school spirit.

yay Or Nay cOMPILED By MaEVE O’BrIEN

22% YAY, 56% NAY, 22% UNDECIDED

62% YAY, 18% NAY, 20% UNDECIDED

31% YAY, 44% NAY, 25% UNDECIDED

you think that there is more 
pressure on students to get 
good grades today than in  
past generations.

87% YAY, 4% NAY, 9% UNDECIDED

67% YAY, 11% NAY, 22% UNDECIDED

29% YAY, 62% NAY, 9% UNDECIDED

89% YAY, 9% NAY, 2% UNDECIDED

67%

62%

44% YAY, 53% NAY, 3% UNDECIDED

62%

87%

44%

56%

53%

89%

a gender-neutral bathroom is being 
built in UAHS. Located under the 
main staircase, the administration 

hopes that it will be finished and in use by 
the end of the school year. 

According to UAHS Principal Andrew 
Theado, this bathroom will be able to be 
used by anyone. 

“We’re making 
a restroom that 
everyone can use,” 
Theado said. “When 
we have events, it can 
be open to families 
that have kids, or 
students that are 
transgender might 
want to use this 
rather than another 
restroom, so it’ll be 
more convenient for 
people for various 
reasons.” 

While 
construction has only 
recently begun, the administration has 
floated the idea since the beginning of this 
school year. 

“It’s been [talked about] since early in 
the fall,” Theado said. “We really have seen 
the need to have a unisex bathroom for 
various reasons.” 

Unisex bathrooms may begin to be 
a trend in other places as well. In South 
Dakota, the so-called “bathroom bill” 
was recently vetoed by the governor - if 
signed into law, this bill would  have 
required citizens to use only bathrooms that 
corresponded to their sex at birth. 

While similar bills have been hotly 
debated in other states because of the 
negative effect it would have on the lives 
of transgender people, it would also 
hurt intersex people, or parents with 

young children of the opposite sex. If the 
“bathroom bill” passes in any state, unisex 
bathrooms may become a necessary part of 
public establishments, due to the biological 
reality that gender isn’t a binary - an 
estimated 1.7 percent of the United States 
population are intersex, making it just as 
common as having red hair. 

In Kentucky, a 
similar “bathroom 
bill” failed to 
pass the Senate 
floor after hearing 
the testimony of 
transgender high 
school student 
Henry Brousseau. 
He said that he 
was still required 
by administration 
to use the women’s 
restroom at his 
school, and was 
harrassed by other 
students for it. 

“The kids thought that since the 
administration didn’t support my gender 
identity, they didn’t have to either, and 
they could get away with bullying me,” 
Brousseau said.

At UAHS, the administration may be 
taking steps forward to end that widespread 
culture of marginalization. 

“We are accepting of everybody, 
regardless of race, gender, sexual 
orientation, religion, and we need to 
accommodate for all those different 
things,” Theado said. “People are never 
going to always see eye-to-eye on different 
things. We are doing this for many 
reasons, one of which is for students who 
are transgender. I think that all people, 
from all walks of life, should feel accepted 
in their school and in their community.” 

unisex bathrooms may become a necessary 
compromise between those concerned about 
safety and those concerned about discrimination.  

PhOTO By carOLINE chIDESTEr

Flushing out 
Discrimination
District begins construction for gender-neutral 
bathroom at Upper Arlington High School
By OLIVIa VaN arSDaLE, ‘17
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If there’s one thing every Ohioan knows, it’s the beauty of spring. 
and every spring, just like daisies, the exotic orange of regulation 

traffic cones bloom beautifully on the side of the road. But this 
year, the orange plastic barrels have become evergreen. From the 
late summer and through the mild winter, the 
cones have prevailed. 

In the last few months, orange-vested workers 
and giant digging machinery have become 
a common aspect of our city’s scenery. I have 
started to forget what Ohio without construction 
looks like. Now that I think about it, has a time 
without construction in Ohio even existed? I 
would think not, considering my familiarity with 
the slow moving hubs of orange has increased 
so much that I have acquired a bad habit of using 
them as landmarks. and I know that construction 
is only temporary, but it’s worked for the last eight 
months so why stop now? 

On particularly slow days when I’m stuck idling in my car, watching 
my gas money seep away with every passing minute, I try to think 
back to a time before the construction bug hit Upper arlington. But 
my memories of that time fade with every passing month.

One thing I do remember is all the different routes I’ve had to come 
up with to get to school, because for some reason, closing multiple 

roads within walking distance of the high school seemed like a fun 
idea. after my first route of choice became a big glowing road closed 
sign, I was forced to improvise. But as soon as I got comfortable with 
my new route, the cones popped up again and my efforts were 

dashed. The city of Upper arlington and I have been playing 
this game for months, and I have been losing.

To compensate, I have created my own unique system 
of back roads. I avoid anything in, or around, the mess that is 
Tremont rd., and I have mastered the skill of guiding my car 
quickly through tightly spaced traffic cones. 

as the weather warms up for spring and the cracks in the 
pavement widen from the fluctuating temperatures, I know 
it will only get worse from here. But I’ve tried to stay positive, 
and take this all in as a learning experience. Besides, I have 
stopped wondering when the construction will end because 
it is a fruitless waste of energy. I used to take the “closed until 
this date” signs seriously, but now I know better. The signs are 
only there to appease the masses, because in reality there is 

no end. This is it; this is my life now. 
The blocked-up maze of orange cones is here to stay, and maybe 

one day, in the distant future, I’ll be walking around Ua and I’ll know 
that it was all worth it. But considering the pent up frustration I feel 
everytime I pass the color orange, and the lack of progress I have seen 
on the torn up roads around the city, that day may never come. 

orange Is the new Black & gold

By aLayNa PrESS, ’17

Columnist shares thoughts on the recent construction

Columnist clears up common  
Young Life misconceptions  

there are misconceptions about all kinds 
of things: eating vegetables will give you 
super strength, cracking your knuckles 

will give you arthritis and if you cross your 
eyes, it will stick. If you are anything like me 
you may have grown up believing these ideas, 
completely unknowing if they hold truth. 

As a kid, one of the myths I most often 
heard was that I had to wait 30 minutes after 
I ate before swimming. I grew up believing 
this and begrudgingly waited those 30 
minutes, lip trembling from the coolness of 
the summer air on my wet suit. Looking back, 
I realize the claim was a lie. I should have run 
into that pool without a worry. When I found 
myself not cramping up or drowning, I would 
have proven the lie.

The same idea is true for Young Life. Now, 
for anyone reading this who might have heard 
anything about Young Life, I ask you to jump 
in new waters and hear what I have to say. 

First, let me clear the air: Young Life is not 
a cult. There is nothing dangerous or radical 
about a group of teenagers who sing songs 

and play games that include—but aren’t 
limited to—cricket spit. The idea of being a 
cult may have a connection with the amount 
of time we spend together. 
Through Young Life, I have 
made incredible realtionships, 
and I absolutely love hanging 
with these people; however, 
it is not exclusive in any 
way. It doesn’t matter one’s 
age, gender, race, religion, 
or whether you have Justin 
Bieber posters in your room 
(because there is room for 
judgement there); everyone  
is welcome. 

Young Life is an 
organization which reaches 
students in high school by delivering the 
message of God’s love in a fun, relaxed 
environment. I didn’t get involved with 
Young Life until my freshman year. Despite 
the number of messages I had received 
throughout the year inviting me to Young Life 

events, the meeting before summer was the 
first one I attended. 

As I dove into new waters, I learned that 
they were going to a camp 
called Lake Champion in New 
York. I had a choice: I could go 
to that one Young Life meeting 
thinking the group was pretty 
cool, or I could test out this 
thing and go to the camp. I 
decided to test it out—and 
I had one of the best weeks 
of my life. If I had listened 
to the things that people had 
told me about Young Life, I 
would never have met some 
of the people I now call my 
best friends. I would never 

have spit a cricket out of my mouth, slapped 
the dreamy Kyle Mason with a fish, or grown 
closer in my relationship with Jesus. 

There are misconceptions about 
everything, but you have a choice whether 
you will allow them to go untested. 

By McDaNIEL  
harTraNFT, ’17

Young life livin’
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STaFF EDITOrIaL

there seems to be a discussion in the national community about 
how to handle transgenderism and restrooms. Some are calling for 

people to use whatever bathroom suits their gender identities; others, 
such as the South Dakota Senate members, want to restrict people to 
only using the restroom that matches their sex at birth. 

While we understand the possible safety implications of people 
using restrooms of whichever gender they identify as, it is of 
the utmost importance to preserve the liberties of those in the 
transgender community. 

Staff applauds school for gender-neutral restroom

a step in the right Direction

Our high school’s installation of a gender-neutral bathroom 
surpasses the issue presented by the South Dakota Senate’s “bathroom 
bill”, and sends a broader positive message of acceptance to those 
who are transgender, intersex, or struggling with their gender identity. 

This is not to say that the bathroom is being constructed for such 
a specific demographic; unisex restrooms in general are helpful for 
young kids or individuals with disabilities who need assistance from 
someone of the opposite gender. 

however, the pinnacle benefit of such a bathroom is that it 
provides options to people who may feel otherwise constrained by 
the very binary structure of the restroom system. 

It is also important to recognize that using appropriate bathrooms 
is a critical part of the transitioning process for a transgender individual. 
The most imperative part of transitioning, according to the medical 
protocol set by the World Professional association for Transgender 
health, is for a transgender individual “to live, be seen and be treated 
by others in a matter consistent with the person’s gender identity.”  This 
involves regularly using a restroom that aligns with gender identity. 

Providing unisex or trans-friendly bathrooms is part of a larger 
national trend of growing acceptance and celebration of the 
transgender community. Transgender protection under the law, 
representation in the media, and political recognition have all 
advanced within the past decade.

While transgender rights have progressed significantly, prejudice 
is still prevalent. Establishing a gender neutral bathroom is a major 
step in the right direction. Props to our school for showing solidarity 
to a population that has been routinely silenced by a cisnormative 
society, and is now in the process of being liberated. 

EDITOrIaL carTOON By charLOTTE JaNES

“If you could say a lie about 
yourself with no chance of getting 
caught, what would it be?”

  EIGhT IN EIGhT cOMPILED By McDaNIEL harTraNFT

EIGhT STUDENTS rESPOND IN EIGhT WOrDS

JunIor  

“Mr. Stern 
told me i’m 
his favorite 
student.” 

soPhoMore  

“i have 
a higher 
vertical 
than Aaron 
Gordon.” 

FreshMan  

“i am your 
big queen, 
bow down 
peasants.” 

senIor  

“i lift way 
more than 
Jackson 
Mcnair does.” 

senIor  

“i’m a dancer 
on Dancing 
With The 
Stars.”

JunIor  

“My favorite 
presidential 
candidate 
this year is 
Trump.”

“Say my 
homework is 
done, when 
it’s not.” 

soPhoMore  

“Me and 
Matty B Raps 
are best 
friends.” 

FreshMan  

PrOFILE PhOTOS By ELaINa DOWNEy, BacKGrOUND IMaGE cOUrTESy FLIcKr 
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PROTECT YOUR PLASTIC
Your debit card is a convenient way to access the funds  
in your checking account. So it makes sense that you’d  

always want to keep that card secure. Here are some tips  
to help keep your card — and your money — safe.

Treat your cards like cash.
Your card carries information someone could use 

to steal from you. Someone could take the card and 
swipe it at a store. Or they could write down the card 
information and use it online. Always remember to 
keep your card in a safe place, whether it is stored at 
home or carried with you.

Keep your PIN secret
“PIN” stands for Personal Identification Number. 

This secret password chosen by you is most com-
monly used to access cash at an ATM or at a store. 
You should never share your PIN, and never write it 
on the card.

Be safe at the ATM
When you need to access cash, an ATM may be 

the most convenient option. But it may also be the 
most convenient way for a criminal to get their hands 
on your cash. When approaching the ATM, be aware of 
your surroundings. If anything appears unsafe or sus-
picious, use a different machine or come back later.

Check for skimmers
Skimmers are among the newest high-tech meth-

ods that scammers use to steal your account informa-
tion. These are devices placed over the opening of a 
card reader at an ATM or gas pump. When using your 
card, make sure there isn’t a suspicious device 
attached to the reader. If you notice one, not 
only should you not use the machine, you 
should report it to police.

Check your statement
Sometimes you can do 

everything right and still find 
yourself affected by debit card 
fraud. In addition to these steps, you 
should also check in on your accounts 

regularly. Read your statements every month, and if 
you have online access to your account, you may be 
able to thwart a scammer even sooner.

Learn more
Your accounts are safest when you are an 

informed consumer. To learn more about debit cards 
and student checking accounts, call 614-486-0704 
or visit www.arlingtonbank.com.

1234 5678 9012 3456

CHIP CARDHOLDER

614-486-0704
www.arlingtonbank.com


